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Let R(C, , C,) be the smallest integer M for which the following statement is 
true: If  a G graph has at least 172 vertices, then either G contains a C, (cycle 
of length n) or G contains a C, . 
Bondy and ErdSs showed in [l] that R(C, , C,) = 2n - 1 if n odd, n > 3; 
in [2] we showed that R(C, , C,) = 2n - 1 if 3 < p < n, p odd, n > 4. In this 
paper we finish the investigation of R(C, , C’,) by showing: 
THEOREMI. Letnevenn>7,3<r<n/2,thenR(C,,C,,.)=n+r-1. 
THEOREM 2. Let n odd n > 7, 3 Q r Q (n - l)i2, then R(C,, , C,,) = 
max{n + r - 1, 4r - 1). 
We are concerned here with undirected graphs that are finite and have 
no loops or multiple edges. Let G be such a graph. We write V(G) for the 
vertex set of G and E(G) for the edge set of G. If A C V(G), then the vertices 
of A are called A-points. The cardinality of the set His denoted by 1 H I. 
We put 1 G I = [ V(G)[. The graph G is the complement of the graph G. 
If z, z’ E V(G), then zz’ denotes the edge connecting z and z’. {zl , z2 ,..., zm} 
denotes the set the elements of which are z1 , z2 ,..., z, . (But “(zl , z2 ,..., 
z,} is a path in G” stands for the statement that z~z~+~ E E(G) for i = l,..., 
m - 1.) A - B denotes the set difference of the sets A and B. 
A - B - C = A - (B u C). “G contains a C,,, (9,J” stands for the 
statement : “There is a cycle (path) of length m in G.” m -+ (C, , C,) 
denotes the following statement: “For every graph G with I G 1 > m 
either G contains a C, or G contains a C, .” 
We need some notions and notations for certain types of cycles. Let G 
be a graph. If D is a cycle in G, then D = {x, ,..., X, , a-3 denotes that 
x~x~+~ E E(G) for i = I,..., m - 1 and X,X, E E(G). If we fix a cycle 
D = (x1 ,..., x, , xl} in a proof, then we take the indices modulo m in the 
proof (xi = xi+%). Also we will use the following notations: 
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w& = {x, , &+1,***, &+t ,.**, X,+(,-d = 4, for v < r < m + v; 
w;;Ir = {xv, x-1 ,-**, x,-t ,**., xv-(V-T) = xr), for v 3 r > v - m; 
-z-J = {xv 9 xv-2 9.*-, XIJ-2t ,***, xv-2.(v-d/2 = 4, 
where v - r is even; if m is odd then for v > r > v - 2m, if m is even 
then for v > r > v - m, and we fix the following enumerations Wt., , 
WQ, , S,, to the sets: 
@TL(t) = X,+t-1 ? if t = l,..., r - v + 1; 
~Z),T(O = Xv-t+17 if t = l,..., u - r + 1; 
K,,(t) = Xv-2t+2 7 if f = l,..., (v - r)/2 + 1. 
(An enumeration 9 of a set F is a l-l function the domain of which is 
{l,..., 1 F I} and the range of which is F. 9(i) denotes the element of F 
corresponding to i and, if z E F, then g-‘(z) is the number 1 < i < I F I 
for which S(i) = z.) 
If there are two sets Fl , F, C V(G) with enumerations $I , respectively 
sz of them, fixed to them in a proof, and u1 = F1(I Fl I), u2 = Fl(l Fl 1 - l), 
. ..) ut = gl(I Fl I - t + l), then 
“ 
h ,..., z, , 4 - (~1 ,..., 6, z,+l ,..., z, , F2 , z,+l ,...> z, , ZI> 
is a cycle in G” means, that 
(~1 ,..., zp, -WI, . . . . %(I 4 I - 0, z,+l ,..., z,, %(l>,..., %(I F2 I), 
Z v+1 P-*-3 z, 3 4 
is a cycle in G. 
Finally, K(r, , r2) denotes the complete bipartite graph with parts of 
cardinality rl , r2 . 
In this paper we will complete the investigation of the relation m -+ 
(C, , C,) which has been discussed so far in [l], [2], and [3]. 
In what follows, after Bondy and Erdijs [l], we denote by R(C, , C,) 
the smallest integer m to which m + (C, , C,). 
Chartrand and Schuster [3] have shown that 
I 6, 
n = 4, 
WC,, Cd = 7, n = 5, 
n + 1, n > 5, 
R(C,,C,)=2n- 1, n > 2, 
R(C, , C,) = 8. 
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In what follows we need only to investigate R(C, , C,) for n 3 7, p > 6. 
Bondy and Erdiis [l] proved the conjecture of W. G. Brown that 
2n - 1 * (C, ) C,) 
and 
2n - 1 - CC,, Cd, for n>:(p2+p)* 9 
thus, for odd n, 
R(C, , C,) = 2n - I 
and, for odd p, 
R(C,, C,) = 2n - 1, if n > &(p2 + p). 
(The complement of the graph K(n - 1, n - 1) shows that R(C, , C,) > 
2n - 2 if p < n is odd.) 
They conjectured that 
2n - 1 -CC,, Cd, for all p < n. 
We proved this conjecture in [2], thus, for oddp < n: 
R(C,, , C,) = 2n - 1. 
There remained only the case ofp = 2r < n. In this paper we shall deter- 
mine R(C, , C,) for p = 2r < n (for n > 7, p 3 6). Bondy and Erdos 
[I] also showed that, for n > 4r2 - r + 2, 
R(C,,C,,)=n+r-1. 
In this paper we show that: 
(a) for even n, n 3 7, 3 < r d n/2, R(C, , C,,.) = n + r - 1 
(Theorem 1) (this proves a conjecture of Bondy and Erdiis in [l] that 
R(C2,, C,,) = 3n - l), and 
(b) for odd n, n > 7, 3 d r < (n - 1)/2, R(C, , C,,) = 
max{n + r - 1, 4r - I} (Theorem 2). 
In the first section we shall give some statements from [l] and [2] that 
will be used in our proof of Theorems 1 and 2. We remark here that 
according to our opinion Statements l-4 are the main tools for deter- 
mining R(C, , C,). In Section 1 there are also shown some simple con- 
sequences of Statements l-3 and some lower limits of R(C, , C,). 
In Section 2 we prove Statement 4. We remark that the proof in Section 
2 yields at the same time a proof of Statement 4A, which is of some 
independent interest. 
In Section 3 we determine R(C, , C,,), proving Theorems 1 and 2. 
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1. STATEMENT 1. (Bondy-Erdiis [l]). Let 1 G 1 > 6 and 
/> ICI--l-t] 4 1 2 ’ 1 > 3. 
If G contains a C,, , but neither G nor G contains C,,-, , then G contains a 
C, for all 
t<I+ ICI----l+l 
\  
[  1 2 * 
STATEMENT 2. (Bondy-Erdos [I]). If G contains a C,,,, for 
21+ 1 > 7, then either G or G contains a C,, . 
(The proofs of Statements 1 and 2 give together the proof of Theorem 2 
of [l], although they are not pronounced separately.) 
STATEMENT 3. ([2, Theorem 1.1). Let G be a graph such that G 
contains a CI and G contains no C, for some I > 4. 
(i) If I is odd then G contains a C, for all k < 1. 
(ii) If I is even then G contains a C, for all even k < I. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let G be a graph such that G contains a C,, . Then either 
G or G contains a C,,-, (21>, 8). 
Proof. LetDbeaC,linGandletD={x,,x,,...,x,,,x,).If GorG 
contains a C,,-,(21- 1 3 7), then either G or G contains a C,,-, by 
Statement 2. Thus we may suppose that none of G and G contains any 
C,,-, or C,,-, . This yields for the vertices of D: 
xix<+2 E E(G) and xi-~+3 E E(G), for all 1 < i < 21. 
Hence PT., , &ib, x1} is a C,,-, in G, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let n > 4, r 3 2, 2r < n. Then 
0) WC, , Cd Z n + r - 1. 
Letnoddandn>4,r>2,2r<n.Then 
(ii) R(C, , C,,.) >, 4r - 1. 
Proof. (i) Denoting by K’ the complement of the graph K(n - 1, r - l), 
K’ contains no C, , and R’ (being K(n - 1, r - 1)) contains no C,, . 
Since I K’ I = I K(n - 1, r - 1)j = n + r - 2, R(C, , C,,) > n + r - 2. 
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(ii) The graph K(2r - 1, 2r - 1) contains no C, if n is odd. The 
complement of the graph K(2r - 1, 2r - 1) contains no C,, . Since 
1 K(2r - 1, 2r - l)[ = 4r - 2, R(C, , C,,) > 4r - 2 if n is odd. 
Let G be a graph. We denote by k(G) the maximum length of cycles of 
G and G. Thus by definition k(G) = k(G). 
LEMMA 1.3. Let n > 6 be even, 2r < n, k(G) > n and G contains no 
C, . Then G contains a C,, . 
ProojI Since k(G) > n > 6 and n is even, either G or G contains 
a C, by Statement 2 and Lemma 1.1. Thus, according to our condition 
on G, G contains a C, and G contains no C,, . Thus G contains a C,, by 
Statement 3. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let k(G) = n > 4 and let 2r < n. If G contains no C, , 
then G contains a C,, . 
Proof. This is a trivial consequence of the definition of k(G) and of 
Statement 3. 
2. STATEMENTS. L.et k(G)<n-1 and IGj>n+r-I, n>?‘, 
r > 3, 2r < n. Then G contains a C,, . 
The proof of this statement is the goal of Section 2. 
LetGbeagraphsuchthatk(G)<n-landIGI>n+r-l,n>7, 
r > 3, 2r < n. Since I G 1 > n + r - 1, n > 7, r > 3, thus 1 G 1 3 9. 
9 + (C, , C,), thus k(G) 3 5 by [l]. 
Case A. We suppose that there is a cycle of length k(G) = k in G: 
D = ix, , xz ,..., xk: , xl>. 
We denote SO = V(G) - V(D) = (yI , yz ,..., Y,+,-~-~ ,... }. Since k < n - 1, 
hence 1 S,, I > r. Put S = {y, ~ yz ,..., y7} and G’ for the graph spanned 
by S v D in G. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let y E S. If yxi E E(G’), then yximl , YX~+~ E E(G’). 
Proof. If yxi E E(G) and y~~-~ E E(G’), respectively YX~+~ E E(G’), 
then {y, IV&-, , y}, respectively {y, W&+X , y}, is a C,,, in G’, in contradic- 
tion to the definition of k’(G) = k. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let y ES, T # v. If yx, , yx, E E(G’), then x,-~x,-~ , 
x,+1x,+1 E E(G’). 
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Proof. We may suppose that 2 < v - T < k - 2. If yx, , yx, E E(G’) 
and x,-~x,-~ E E(G’), respectively x,+~x,+~ E E(G’), then { WT.,,, , y, 
Wz+, , x,-r}, respectively ( W7:y+1 ; W& ; y; x,}, is a C,,, in G’. in 
contradiction to the definition of k(G) = k. 
LEMMA 2.3. There is an xi E V(D) and a yj E S, such that xiyj E E(G’). 
Proof. This follows by Lemma 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.4. There is an xt E V(D) and there are yB , yh ES such that 
{y, , xt , yh} is a 8, in G’. 
Proof. There is an xi , yj such that xiyj E E(G’) by Lemma 2.3. If 
there is an y ES - {yj} such that yxi E E(G’), then we are ready with 
xi = Xt , Y j  = Yg  , Y  = Yh . 
Otherwise if, for all y E S - {yj}, yxi E E(G’), then, for all y E S - {vi}, 
yxi+r E E(G’) (Lemma 2.1). Since r > 3, i.e., 1 S - {yj}l >, 2 choosing 
xi+1 = xt ; y, , yh E S - {yi} Lemma 2.4 holds. 
COROLLARY. There is a path of form {yl, , xt , y$} in G’ for which 
(i) either yl,xt-z E E(C) or, for all y ES - {yl,}, either yxtb2 E E(G’) or 
yx, E E(G’). 
Proof. By the preceding lemma there is a path {ys , xt , yh} in G’. If this 
path does not satisfy (i) choosing Z, = g, Iz = h, then ysxtms E E(G’) 
and there is a y ES - yl, for which yxt , yxt-2 E E(G’). But, choosing 
Y  = YZ, , Yh = YZ, , {YZ, , xt , y!,} is a path and (i) holds trivially. 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose that u, v ES and for an integer t (1 < t < k) 
neither {u, xt , v} nor (u, xtfl , v} is a path in G’. Then: 
(i) uv E E(G’); 
(ii) one of u and v is connected with xt in G’ and with xtwl , x~+~ in G’; 
the other one is connected with x~+~ in G’ and with xt , X~+~ in G’. 
If we further suppose that (u, xt+2 , v} is not a path in G’, then: 
(iii) {u, xt+3 , v> and {u, xtwl , v} are paths in G’; 
(iv> Xt-lxt+l , Xt+lXt+s E Et@. 
Proof. First we suppose that {u, xt , v>. {u, xt+r , v} are not paths in G’. 
Then one of u and v, say u, is connected with xt in G’, i.e., uxt E E(G’). 
Then: uxtwl , UX~+~ E E(G’) by Lemma 2.1; vxttl E E(G’) otherwise {u, 
xt+r , v} would be a path in G’; vxt , vxt+2 E E(G’) by Lemma 2.1. These 
prove (ii). 
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uu E E(G’) since, if uu E E(G’), then { W&l,t ; U; a; X~+~} is a C,,, in G’, 
in contradiction to the definition of k(G) = k. This proves (i). 
If we further suppose that even (u; x~+~, U} is not a path in G’, then: 
UX~+~ E E(G’) since VX~+~ E E(G’); x~-~x~+~ , x~+~x~+~ E E(P) by uxt , 
UX~+~ E E(G’) and Lemma 2.2, proving (iv); UX~+~ E E(G’) by Lemma 2.1. 
Finally, ZJX~+~ E E(G’) since, if UX~+~ E E(G’), then { Wtf3Pt ; U; x~+~ ; 
xtfl ; v; xt+.} is a Ckt2 in G’, in contradiction to the definition of k(G) = k, 
and uxtel E E(G’) since, if w-~ E E(G’), then {W&,+1 ; ai~t+li~t ; U; x~+~} 
is a C,,, in G’, in contradiction to the definition of k(G) = k. Thus 
UX~+~ E E(G’), UX~+~ E E(G’) and UX~-~ E E(G’), ZX-~ E E(G’), proving (iii). 
LEMMA 2.6. Let S, C S, j S - S, 1 > 3 and 1 < i < k - 3. Suppose 
there is an yj ES - S, such that Xiyj E E(G’). Then one of the following 
three cases holds: 
(i) There are yz , ym E S - S, such that {xi , yz , xi,1 , ym} is a g4 in G’. 
(ii) There are yz , ym E S - S, such that {xi ; yc ; xc+2 ; y,J is a 9, in 
G’ and Y,x~+~ E E(G’). 
(iii) There are yz , y, E S - S, - (yJ such that {xi , yi , yz , Xi+1 , 
xi+3 , ym} is a Y6 in G’. 
Proof. Suppose (a) yixi+l E E(G’), and S, , i, yi are as in the lemma. If 
there is a y E S - S, - {yj} # (2 such that YX~+~ E E(G’), then {xi , yj , 
xi+1 9 Y } is a 9, , giving (i), choosing yz = yj , y, = y. On the other hand 
if, for all y ES - S, - {yj}, YX~+~ E E(G’), then, for all y ES - S, - 
{vi}, yxi E E(G’) and yxI+$ E B(G’) Lemma (2.1). 1 S - S, 1 > 3, hence 
there are yz # yn. ES - S, - {yi} such that {xi , yz , x~+~ , ynt} is a 9, 
in G’, and Y,x,+~ E E(G’); thus (ii) holds. 
(b) Now yixi+r E E(G’). Then yjxi+2 E E(G’) by Lemma 2.1. If there is 
a y ES - S, - {yj} # o such that YX~+~ E E(G’). then {xi , yj , xi+2 , y} 
is a 8, in G’, yixi+l E E(G’), thus (ii) holds with yj = yz , y = y, . The 
only case remaining is that, for all y ES - S, - {yi}, YX~+~ E E(G’). 
Then, for all y E S - S, - {yj}, YX~+~ , YX~+~ E E(G’). If there is a y, E 
S- S, - {yj} with yzxi E E(G’), then (i) holds with any ym E S - S, - (yj} - 
iYz> f 0. 
Finally we have to investigate the case yxi E E(G’) for all y E 
S - S, - {yj}, In this case yxi , YX~+~ E E(G), too; thus xi+lxi+3 E E(G’) 
by Lemma 2.2. Since Y~x,+~ E E(G’) and YX~+~ E E(G’) for all y E 
S - S, - (yj}, yjy E E(G’) for all y ES - S, - (yj> by Lemma 2.5. (i) 
Since 1 S - S, - {yi}l > 2, there are y, # y, ES - S, - {yj}, but then 
{Xi > Yf 9 Y 19 xi+19 xi+39 Y?n } is a Y6 in G’. i.e., in this case (iii) holds. 
58zb/q/r-8 
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2.7. Let F C V(G) and let t be integer. Then we put 
i(t,F)=max{s:t<s<t+k and x, E F]. 
LEMMA. Suppose that, for some ye , yh ES and for some t, G,, = {y, , 
xt , yh) is a path in G’. Then there are an F C V(G’) and an enumeration 
9 of F that satisfy the following properties: 
(i) The vertices of F compose a path in G’ in the order of F. 
(ii) 9(l) = yp , g(2) = Xt . 
(iii) If X, , x, E F, t < p < q < f + k, then 9-‘&J < g-‘(xJ. 
(iv) F-(1 F I) E S and 9(I F 1) - 1) = xi , where i = i(t, F). 
(v) If x, 4 F and t < p < i(t, F), then x,+~ E F. (We remark that the 
following is a consequence of (v): if x, $ F and t <p <i (t, F), then 
x,-~ E F.) 
(vi) Zf xi-3 , xiwl $ F and i = i(t, F) > t + 2, then 9(I F 1 - 2) = 
y E S and yxivl E E(G’). 
(vii) jSnF/ = lDnF/ + 1. 
(viii) t + k - 3 < i(t, F) or IS-F/ < 1. 
proof. Let ys , Yh , t as in the lemma. Because of obvious symmetry, 
we need only to prove the statement in the case of t = 1. So Go = 
cv, 5 x1 , yh) is a path in G’. We have to find a set F and an enumeration 
.9 of F which satisfy (i)-(viii). First we remark that G, satisfies the prop- 
erties (i)-(vii), with the enumeration So defined by 9,J 1) = y, , g,,(2) = x1 , 
g0(3) = yh . We shall prove the following statement: 
(a) if given P’ C V(G’) and an enumeration 9’ of 8” which satisfy 
(i)-(vii) but do not satisfy (viii), then there is a set F” C V(G’) such that 
I P” / - ) 8” 1 3 2 and some enumeration 9” of F” satisfies (+-O-ii). 
Our lemma is the consequence of (a) since, if there is no F satisfying 
(i)--(viii), then by (a) and the finiteness of V(G’) there is no F’ which 
satisfies (i)-(vii) in contradiction to the supposed existence of G, . 
We use Lemma 2.6 to prove (a). Let some enumeration 9 of F’ satisfy 
(i)-(vii). Denote P(l F’ 1) = yj , S, = (F’ n S) - {yj>, i = i(1, F’). g’ 
does not satisfy (viii), thus 1 < i < k - 3 and I S - S, / > 3. This 
means that S, , yj , xi satisfy the condition of Lemma 2.6. Thus by Lemma 
2.6 one of the following cases holds: 
(a> {xi , YZ , xi+l , vm> is a path in G’ with some yz , ym E S - S, , 
(b) {xi 2 YZ 9 xi+2 > Yn) is a path in G’ and xi+lyl E E(G) with, some 
Yz,YrnES-Sl 
Cc> {xi 9 Yi 7 YZ 3 Xi+l, Xi+3 9 Yml is a path in e’ with some yz , y,,, E 
s - Sl - {Vi>. 
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We will prove that in the case of 
(a) the set F” = F’ - {yj} u {yl , xi+1 , ym} and its enumeration F” 
defined by ~“(p)=.F’(p) if ~<lF’j-1, F’(/F’j)=y,, 
F”(I F’ I + 1) = xi+1 , F”(l P, I + 2) = ym ; 
(b) the set F” = F’ - {yj> u {yl, xit2, ym} and its enumeration 9” 
defined by P(p> = V(p) if p < I F’ I - 1, F’(j P’ I) = yz , 
~“(F’I+1)=Xj+z,~tr(JF’/+2)=y,; 
(c) the set F” = F’ u {yL , xi+1 , x~+~, ym} and its enumeration F” 
defined by Sfl(p) = S’(p) if p < / F’ I, S”(I F’ I + 1) = yz , 
F(l F’ 1 + 2) = x~+~, *“(I F’ ) + 3) = x~+~, S”(I F’ / + 4) = ym , 
satisfy (i)-(vii). Since 1 F” I - j F’ j > 2 this gives (a). F” and F” satisfy 
(i)-(v) and (vii) because F’ and Y satisfy them, and i(t, F’) < k - 3. 
By the definition of F”(vi) is meaningless in the case of (a) since i(l, F”) = 
i + 1, xi E F” and in the case of (c) since i(1, F”) = i + 3, xi E F”. In the 
case of (b), $1, F”) = i + 2 and so JQX~+~ E E(G’) proves (vi). 
REMARK. This lemma is the main point in the proof of Statement 4. 
By the trivial Lemma 2.4 and this lemma we have a GO, an F, and an 9 
satisfying (i)-(viii). We shall prove that, in case of i(t, F) - t > k - 3, F 
could be completed to a cycle longer than k, in contradiction to the 
definition of k(G) = k (see Lemma 2.8). Thus I S - F / < 1, and so / F ( > 
2r - 3 by (viii), i.e., F is an odd path with length > 2r - 3. If 1 F 1 = 
2r - 1, then F is easily completed to a cycle of length 2r (see Lemma 2.9). 
If I F ( = 2r - 3, then further technical problems arise (see Section 2.11 
below). 
LEMMA 2.8. Suppose there is a set FC V(G’) and an enumeration 
g of F satisfying 2.7 (i)-(vii) with some G, = {y, , xt , yh), ys , yh ES, 
path in G’. Then i(t, F) + 4 < t + k. 
Proof. Because of obvious symmetry we need only to prove the 
lemma in the case of t = 1. We must prove: if given G, , F, F such that 
GO = {y, , x1 , yh} is a path in G’(yg , yh E S) and F C V(G’), 9 is the 
enumeration of F, and GO , F, 9 satisfy 2.7(i)-(vii). then i(1, F) -c k -2. 
Up to the end of the proof of Lemma 2.8 we put i(l, F) = i. Assume that, 
contrary to our statement, k - 2 < i. We shall derive a contradiction 
from this assumption by showing that there exists a cycle longer than k 
in either G’ or c. (See the definition of k(G) = k in Section 1). We discuss 
three cases separately: (a), (bol), (b/3). Since k - 2 < i, x1 E F, Xi E F, and 
2.7(v) yields that 
IFnDl > [$I. 
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Case (a). 1 F n D 1 > [k/2] + 1. This means by Lemma 2.7(vii) that 
IFI = IFnSI + IFnDj 
But-putting g(( F I) = yj--yjy, E E(G) (if yiys E E(G’) then F in order 
of 3 is a cycle in G’ and 1 F I > k + 2 > k, a contradiction) and 
yjx, E E(G’) (if yix, E E(G’) then F - {ys} in order of 9 is a cycle in G 
and ( F - {y,}j > k + 1, a contradiction). Thus yjx& E E(G’) by Lemma 2.1 
Finally, ysxl, E E(Q) (if yp.xk o E(G’) then { Wlk, ys , yj , xl} is a Ck+, in G’, 
a contradiction). Thus, for i # k, {F, X~ , y,} is a cycle in G’, and 
1 F u {xlc)l > k + 3 > k, and, for i = k, {F - {yj}, ys} is a cycle in G 
and I F - h,}l > k + 1, in contradiction to the definition of k(G) = k. 
Case (b). 1 F n D I = [k/2]. Thus either i = k - 1 and k is even or 
i = k - 2 by 2.7(v) holding for F, 9, G, . 
Case (bol). I F n D 1 = [k/2], i = k - 1, and k is even. I F n D I = [k/2] 
means IFnDl =k/2and IFI = 2JFnDI + 1 =k+ 1 by2.7,(vii). 
(ia) yjy, E E(G’) (if yiy, E E(G’) then Fin order of 9 is a cycle in G’ 
and I F I = k + 1 > k, a contradiction). 
(iia) yBxk E E(G’) =P yjxk E E(G’) (if ygxk E E(G’) and yjxk E E(G’) 
then {F, xk , y,} is a cycle in G’, / F U {xk}l = k -I- 2 > k, a contradiction). 
(iiiol> ysxk-l E E(G’) (if y,xk-l o E(G) then ysxk o E(%‘) by Lemma 
2.1. Thus yixk E E(G’) by (iia), but according to these { WLkel , yg , yj , xle} 
would be a C,,, in G’ by (ia), a contradiction). 
i = k - 1 > 4 and k is even (k > 5, see introduction to Section 2) and 
IFnDI=k/2sox,-,,x,-,gF.Thus by2.7(vi)F(IFI-2) =yo:S 
and yxkTz E E(G’). 
(iva) yyj E E(G’) (suppose yyj E E(G’), then either ysxk E E(G’) and 
so {W,‘.,-, , y, yj , y, , x~} is a Ck+2 in G’ by (ia) or yrxh E E(G’)-i.e., 
yjxl, E E(G’) by (iior)-and so { W,‘.,-, , y, yi , xk.} is a Ckfl in G’, a contra- 
diction). 
Taking into consideration (iol)-(ivoL), {F - (x~-~ , yi}, yr , x&+ , y,} is a 
C,,, in G’, a contradiction. 
Case (b/3). 1 F n D I = [k/2] and i = k - 2. 
(is) By 2.7(vii), I F ) = 2 I F n D 1 + 1 = 2[k/2] + 1 = k if k is 
odd,and=k+1ifkiseven.If{yi,x,,y,)fork-l1ttkisapath 
in G’ then (10, xt , y,} is a cycle in G’ and ) F U {xt} I >, k + 1, a contra- 
diction. Thus 
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ON {yi, xty Y& is not a path in G’ for k - 1 < t < k. So 
yjy, E E(G’) by Lemma 2.5(i), choosing {u, u} = {yj , y,}, i.e., if k is even F 
* in order of s is a C,+l in G’ by (ifl), (ii& a contradiction. Thus k is odd 
and by ($3) 1 F 1 = k, i = k - 2 3 3 (k > 5, see introduction to Section 2). 
1 F n D 1 = [k/2] and k is odd yields x,+~, xkWs 4 F and thus by 2.7(vi) 
(ii$) 9(I F 1 - 2) = y ES and YX~-~ E E(G’). By (iij3) {yi , xt , y,} 
is not a path in G’. Thus, choosing {u, V} = {yj , y,} and t = k - 1, we 
may use Lemma 2S(i),(ii). By Lemma 2.5(ii), UX~-~ E E(G’) or uxk-r E E(G’) 
say uxkU1 E E(G’). (U = yj or y& by Lemma 2.5(i),(ii). 
(ivp) UX~-~ E E(G’), uxQ , UXkv2 E E(G’), vxk E E(G’), v&+.1, OX1 E 
E(G), uu E E(G’). If in addition 2)xkVz E E(G’) would hold, then 
xkmlxl E E(G’) by Lemma 2.2 and thus {F - {y, , yj}, 2.4, v, xk-l, x,} is a 
Ck+l in G’. a contradiction. So 
(v/I) u&-2 E E(G’). If yxk E E(G’) (see (ii@) then {F - {y, , x&-2 , yj}, 
xk > u, xk-2 , b xl> is a ck+, in G’ by (ivfl), (VP). Thus 
(vi/!?) yxk E E(G). This means by Lemma 2.1. yxkml E E(G’) and by 
(iii,!?) and Lemma 2.2 x,-,x, E E(G’). Therefore by (ivfl) {F - {y, , xkez, 
yj>, xk-1, O, u, xk-2, x1} is a Ck+, in G’, a contradiction. 
Since Cases (a) (bar), (b/3) encompass all the possible cases, our proof 
is finished. 
LEMMA 2.9. Zf F C V(G’) and an enumeration % of F satisfy 2.7(i)-(vii) 
with a path G, = b, , xt , yh} in G’(yg , yh E S), and I F I = 2r - 1 (i.e., 
S - F = lir), then G’ contains a Czr . 
Proof. Given a path G,, = {y, , xt , yh} y, , yh E S in G’, and F C V(G’) 
set and its enumeration 9 so that F, 9 satisfy 2.7(i)-(vii) with G,, , we 
have to prove that G’ contains a C,,. . Because of the obvious symmetry 
we need only to prove this for t = 1. During the proof we denote i(t, F) = i. 
By Lemma 2.8 i + 3 < k. Put 4r(l F I) = yj g(l) = y, ; if, for some 
S=l~2~3~{Yj,Xi+s~ . ’ y,} IS a path m G’, then {F, x~+~ , ys } is a C,, in G’. 
If (Yj 7 xi+.3 3 Y,> f or s = 1, 2, 3 is not a path in G’, then yjxi+4 , xi+y, , 
yjyB, xi+2Xd+J, XiXi+z E E(G’) and yjXi+z E E(G’) or ygxi+2 E E(G’) by 
Lemma 2.5 substituting ZJ for yi , u for yB , t for i + 1. If i + 4 < k then 
{F, x~+~, y,} is a C,, in G’. If i + 4 > k then i + 3 = k (i + 3 < k by 
Lemma 2.8), i.e., i + 2 = k - 1. If yjxi+2 E E(G’) then (F - (yj}, xi+2 , 
yi , y,} is a C,, in G’. And if Y~x~+~ E E(G’) then {F - {y,}, yg , x6+2 , xl> is 
a C,, in G’. 
2.10. Finally we need the following consequence of Lemma 2.8: 
COROLLARY. Zf F C V(G’) set and its enumeration F-with some path 
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G, = {y, , xt , yh} yp , yh E S in G’--satisfy 2.7(i)-(viii), then 1 S - F / < 1 
andIF{ >2r-3. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.8 t + k - 3 > i(t, F). By 2.7(viii) t + k - 3 > 
i(t, F) gives 1 S - F I < 1. On the other hand, by 2.7(vii) 1 F / = 1 S n F 1 + 
jDnF/ = 21SnFj- l.Now IS--PI G1,s.o ISnFJ>ISj- 
l>r-landthusIFI>2r-3. 
2.11. We turn to the proof of Statement 4, making use of the preceding 
lemmas. We have to find a C,, in c. Because of the obvious symmetry 
and by Lemma 2.4 we may assume that F, = {yl , x1 , yz} is a path in G’ and 
(i’) if ylxkel E E(G’) then, for all y ES - (yl}, yx, E E(G’) or 
yxkel E E(G’) by Corollary to Lemma 2.4. 
By Lemma 2.7 there is a set F C V(G’) and an enumeration 9 of F 
such that they satisfy 2.7(i)-(viii) with FO = Go . By Lemma 2.8 i(1, F) -c 
k - 2. I F 1 = 2 ( S n I F ) - 1 since 2.7(vii) holds for F. On the other hand 
[S-F/ \(l by 2.10. So ISnFl =r or r- 1. If ISnFJ =rthen 
I F I = 2 r - 1 and by 2.9 F contains a C,, . So in what follows we may 
assume that 
(ii’) I F I = 2r - 3, I S - / F I = 1, and F, F satisfy 2.7(i)-(viii) 
with F, = G, , and i < k - 2. 
We denote {u} = S - F, yj = F(l F I), i = i(1, F) (i < k - 2). If 
G4 xi+13 YJ is a path in G’ then the set F’ = F U {x~+~ , U} and the 
enumeration P of F’-defined by s’(p) = s(j) if p < I FI, 
~‘(IFI + l)=xi+~, F’(l F / + 2) = u-satisfy (with FO = G,) 2.7(i)-(vii) 
(this may be verified trivially). On the other hand 1 F’ I = 2r - 1, thus 
by Lemma 2.9 G’ contains a C,, . Thus in what follows we may 
suppose that {yj , K~+~ , u} is not a path in G’. If {yj , xi,2 , u> is 
a path in G’ then the set F’ = F u {xitl , U} and the enumeration 9 
of F’ defined by r(p> = ~(‘JJ) if p<lFl, 9'(lFl + 1) = xife, 
$‘(I F 1 + 2) = o satisfy 2.7(i)-(v) and (vii). If Y?x~+~ E E(G’) then (vi) 
is also true, and, since I F’I = 2r - 1, G’ contains a C,, . If yjxi+l E E(G’) 
then UX~+~ E E(G’), since {yj , xi+-1 , V} is not a path in G’. But then by 
Lemma 2.1 z)x( E E(G’) and thus the enumeration 9” of F’ defined by 
s”(p> = P(p) if p G ) F’) - 1 and p # I F’I - 2, @“(I F’I) = yi, 
F’“(I F’ 1 - 2) = v satisfy 2.7(i)-(vii). (2.7(ii), (iii), (v), (vii) remain valid 
automatically, (i) is true since {xi , o, xi+2 , yi} is a path in G’, (iv) is 
obvious, and (vi) is true since ZJX~+~ EE(G’) and i(l, F’) = i + 2). Thus 
by 2.9 G’ contains a C,, in this case too. 
(iii’) So in what follows we may suppose that {yj , xi+1 , u}, 
{Y&+2 9 u> are not paths in G’. We may further suppose, that 
(iv’) if yjxi+z E E(G’) then vxi E E(G’) or UX,.+~ E E(G’). 
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If, namely, yjxi+z E E(G’) and vxi , VX~+~ E E(G’) would hold then we 
would invert the role of v and yj . We may do this, since (i’) (ii’), (iii’) 
trivially remain true with 1”’ = F - {yj} u {v} and with P(p> = g(p) for 
p < 1 F 1 - 1, s’(I F I) = v instead of F, 9. (Do not forget that (i’), (ii’), 
(iii’) are now true for F, F.) In what follows we will use only (i’), (ii’), 
(iii’), and (iv’) about F, , F, S. 
If (v, xk , y,} is a path in G’, then the set F’ = {v,xk} UF and its enumera- 
tion F’, defined by P(p> = =%Q - 2), if 3 d p < / F I + 2, r(l) = v, 
P(2) = xk , satisfy 2.7(i)-(vii) with the path G,, = {v, xk , yl}. ((i). (ii) 
are trivial by the definition of P’, s’, GO ; (iv)-(vii) follow from the 
definition of 9’; and that F, 9 with F. satisfy (iv)-(vii), (iii) follows from 
i < k.) Since / F’ 1 = 2r - 1 by 2.9 G’ contains a C,, in this case too. 
Finally if {v, xkel , yr} is a path in G’, the set F’ = {v, x~-~} u F and the 
enumeration F of F’, defined by ,9’(p) = F(p - 2), if 3 < p < I F I + 2, 
S’(l) = v, F(2) = Xk-1 ) satisfy 2.7(i)-(v) and (vii) with G, = iv, 
xkel , yjj. This may be verified trivially. If / F I > 3 then (vi) follows from 
the definition of 9’ and from the fact that F, 9 with F. satisfy (vi). If 
/ F / = 3 (r = 3) then we may trivially suppose that F = Fb = {yl , 
Xl, Y2>. SF' = (0, Xk-l,Yl, x,,y,}.Thusi= I andi- 1 =k,xk.$F’. 
If ylxk E E(G’) then Y satisfies (vi). But if ylx, E E(c) then vxk E E(G’) 
since {v, xk , yJ is not a path in G’. Thus F’ and the enumeration V of F 
defined by V(p) = Y(p), if p # 1, 3, s”(1) = y1 , T”(3) = v, satisfy 
2.7(i)-(vii) with G,’ = {yl , xkel, v). Since r = 3, / P’ 1 = 2r - 1 = 5, 
thus G’ contains a C,, = C, according to Lemma 2.9. 
(v’> tv, XI, , h>> { U, xkwl , yi} are not paths in G’. 
If yjxi+z E E(G’) would hold, then Uxi, Uxi+z E E(G’) would follow by 
(iii’) and by 2.5(ii) (substituting yj = U, t = i + 1). By (iv’) this is inpossible, 
so Y~x,+~ E E(G’); furthermore by Lemma 2.5 (i), (ii) (substituting as 
above): 
(vi’) yjxi+z E E(G’), yjx<+l E E(G’), VX~+:! E E(G), vXi+l , ~xi+3 E E(C), 
yjv E E(G’). We continue in the same way from (i’), (v’) and 2.5(i)-(ii) 
(substituting u = y1 , il = k - 1). 
(vii’) ylxk-l E E(G’), ylxl, E E(G’), uXgml E E(G’), 2)x&2 , vxk E E(C), 
vyl E E(C’). 
Now suppose that even {yj , xifa , v} is not a path in G’. Then 
by 25(iii)-(iv) (yj = U, t = i + 1) {yi , xi+,, , v} is a path in G’ and 
XiXi+e E E(G’). In the case of i + 4 < k, {F - {yj}, X~+~ , yj , xi+4 , V, yl} 
is a C,, in G’ (see (vi’) and (vii’)). For the case of i + 4 > k, i.e., 
i + 3 = k (i ,< k - 3 by (ii’)) is impossible, because {F - (yi}, xi+2 , 
yj , v, yrj = T is a cycle in G’, (see (vi’), (vii’)). But [ T n D 1 >, [(k + I)/21 
(2.7(iii) holds for F) so (since 2,7(vii) holds for F) I T I 3 2[(k + 1)/2] + 
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1 > k, in contradiction to the definition of k(G) = k. Thus in what 
follows we may suppose that 
(viii’) {vj , xi+8 , U> is a path in G’. 
The symmetrical reasoning gives, from (vii’), that we may also assume 
that 
(viii”) {vl , xkb2, U} is a path in G’. 
If i + 3 # k - 2 then (viii’) and (viii”) give, together, that 
{r;; xi+3 2 7 v xkmz ,ur} is a C,, in G’(i + 3 Q k). Finally if i + 3 = k -2 
then yjxi+3 E E(G’) (see (viii’)), UX~+~ E E(G’) (see (vi’)), UX,,+~ = VX%+~ EE(G) 
(see (vii’)), thus x~+~x$+~ E E(Q) (Lemma 2.2), x~+~v = xlcv E E(P) (see 
(vii’)), vyl E E(G’) (see (vii’)), thus (F, x~,.~, xi+5 , v, yI> is a C,, in c’. 
With this we prove Statement 4 in Case A. 
Case B. G contains no Ck where k = k(G). Then G contains C, 
(k = k(G)) by definition of k(G). Since G satisfies the conditions of 
Statement 4 (k(G) < n - 1, I G 1 > n + I - 1 12 > 7, r >, 3, 2r < n), 
then G satisfies these conditions too. G contains a C, (k = k(G)); thus 
according to Case A proved just now G contains a C,, . By our assumption 
on G, 2r # k(G), and, by the definition of k(G), k(G) > 2r. Thus k(G) > 2r. 
But then using Statement 3 on G with k = 2r > 6, I = k(G) (2r >, 6) 
we have that G contains a C,, . Thus we prove Statement 4 in Case B 
too, and have completed the proof of Statement 4. 
We remark that in proving Statement 4 in Case A we proved in fact 
the following: 
STATEMENT 4A. Let G a graph I V(G)] >, 9. Then there are two sets 
FI , Fz C G such that 
(i) FI U Fz = V(G), 
(ii> I 4 I = k(G), I 4 I = 2 I J-'(G) - 4 I, 
(iii) either FI is a cycle in G and F, is a cycle in G or FI is a cycle in G 
and Fz is a cycle in G. 
3. THEOREM 1. Let n be even n > 7, 3 < r < n/2. Then 
R(C,,C,,.)=n+r-1. (1) 
Proof. Let G be such that I G I >, n + r - 1, n > 7, 3 < r < n/2, 
and G contains no C, . If k(G) > n then Lemma 1.3, if k(G) = n then 
Lemma 1.4, and if k(G) < n then Statement 4 gives that i: contains Czr . 
Thus R(C, , C,,.) < n + r - 1. Comparing this with Lemma 1.2 we get 
(1) for even n (n > 7, 3 < r < n/2). 
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THEOREM 2. Let n be odd n >, 7, 3 < r < (n - 1)/2. Then 
R(C, , C,,) = max {n + r - 1, 4r - I}. (2) 
Proof. LetGbesuchthat~G~3max{n+r-l,4r-l},n>7, 
3 < r < (n - I)/2 and G contains no C, . We are going to prove that 
C contains a C,, . 
(a) G contains a C, . Then G contains a C,, by Statement 3. 
(b) G contains no C, : (1) k(G) = n; this is not possible (neither G 
nor G contains C,). (2) k(G) < n; then by Statement 4 G contains a C,, . 
(3) k(G) > n, since n + 1 is even by Statement 2 and Lemma 1.1 G or G 
contains a C,+,(n + 1 > 8). If G contains a C,,, and G contains no 
C,,, then G contains a C,, by Statement 3. And if G contains a C,,, we 
want to use Statement 1 (neither G nor G contains a C,) with 21 = 
n + 1 3 8. We need 1 G 1 > 6, which is trivial, and 
I> IGI--Z+l 
4 I 2 * 
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IGI-n, I [ 2 ’ h-l--- =2r n+l; 2 I 2 
thus G surely contains a C, for all t < 2r, e.g., it contains a C,, . 
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Thus we have R(C,, C,,) < max{n + r - 1,4r - l> if n is odd. 
If n is odd then R(C, , C,,) > max {n + r - 1, 4r - l> by Lemma 1.2 
and we have proved Theorem 2. 
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